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In contemporary classrooms, environmental factors present acoustic challenges such as long reverberation time and noise that disrupt children’s cognitive performance and learning, placing some groups at risk of speech perception deficits. Two experiments will be presented that investigate how environmental factors, cognitive ability and language background influence speech perception in groups of children likely to suffer from the effects of challenging listening environments; specifically, poorer cognitive performers and children learning in a second language. The first experiment aimed to explore how children’s speech perception in a virtually simulated classroom environment is modulated by environmental factors including the type of noise and spatial configurations of sounds on the one hand, and cognitive and linguistic ability on the other. Thirty-nine 5-7 year-olds were assessed on memory, language and speech-in-noise perception under four challenging acoustic conditions. These conditions included two spatial configurations in which the target speech was either co-located or spatially separated from the maskers (speech-shaped white noise and a single interfering talker). Results indicated that the challenging acoustic environment interacted with cognitive
and auditory processes in a number of ways that depended on the type of masker, the spatial configuration of sounds and the cognitive abilities of the listener. The second study considered whether second language learners are among those on which higher processing and cognitive demands are placed under challenging environmental listening conditions. Forty-four Swedish 15 year-olds that spoke Swedish as a mother-tongue but attended an English school, were given memory, vocabulary and speech-in-noise assessments in both languages. Observed relationships between memory and speech perception in first versus second language suggest that second-language listening is more taxing on cognitive resources. The implications of these findings for the design of classroom environments that are inclusive for all students will be discussed.
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